Shaping the next generation of global finance and business leaders

The University of Waterloo’s School of Accounting and Finance provides a distinct educational experience for aspiring financial management professionals. This will align our combined resources and energy towards our mission:

*Transforming the professions, world-class research and experiential education*

The Alumni Excellence Endowment Fund ensures that the School can respond effectively to rapid change and undertake new initiatives. The Fund enables the School to focus on educating the next generation of fully-equipped global leaders, innovators and visionaries in accounting and finance. Providing a range of ever-evolving experiential learning opportunities that engage students, harness their passion, develop their skills, and integrate their studies.

“Working as a team in a grueling competition—or organizing a large conference—are experiences that set our students apart. This type of hands-on learning is critical to their success. We want to prepare our students for success in a constantly evolving industry.”

STEVE FORTIN, CA (PhD 2000)
Director, School of Accounting and Finance
“By establishing a fund designed to meet the ever-changing demands of the education sector, alumni are ensuring that an SAF education will continue to be world class. This flexible, responsible, and forward-thinking approach will benefit not only students and faculty but also alumni—globally—as it will maintain SAF’s great brand.”

BETTY ANN JARRETT (MAcc ’86)

SUPPORT THE NEXT GENERATION OF GLOBAL FINANCE AND BUSINESS LEADERS

The fund supports students initiatives such as:

» Accounting and Finance Orientation Week (AFOW)
» Equity Research Challenge
» Inter-Collegiate Business Competition
» Professional Future Conferences
» RISE Forum
» University of Waterloo Accounting Conference
» LIVE Competition
» hEDGE Conference
» The UWaterloo Accounting Conference
» Battle on Bay Competition
» TD Bank Financial Case Competition

“In order to achieve and surpass the bold goals of the Alumni Excellence Endowment Fund, I urge all SAF grads to step forward in greater numbers than ever before. I am confident that we can preserve and extend SAF’s reputation as a key provider of Canada’s future economic leaders.”

MIKE GARVEY (BA ’69)